The CFM Program
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL MANAGER

Earning Your Place in the Financial Management World

The CFM Program
Earning Your Place in the Finance World

T he

ICCA Certified Financial Manager
designation is a mark of distinction that is
globally recognized by employers, and Finance
Professionals, the definitive standard - by which
to measure serious Finance .
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Defining the CFM Program
THE GOLD STANDARD
OF FINANCE CREDENTIALS

Continual Growth

Ask any executive at any organization what they
look for when hiring finance professionals and
they’re likely to mention three characteristics :

decision-making process. This LOS covers general
topic areas ranging from financial analysis to
corporatefinance.

competence, integrity, and passion. These qualities
are notoriously difficult to measure, which is why
having the letters “CFM” behind your name will
provide you with a competitive advantage at every
stage of your career.

You won’t find an educational experience that
better equips you with the fundamental
knowledge you need to work in today’s world of
professional finance than the CFM Program.

To earn the CFM charter, you must successfully pass
through the CFM Program, a global graduate level
program that combines a broadbased curriculum
with professional conduct requirements to prepare
you for a wide range of finance specialties. The
program’s breadth and depth builds a fundamental
knowledge of global finance principles that apply
in every market all over the world.

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
Anchored by a practice-based curriculum, the CFM
Program is based on the knowledge identified by
professionals as essential to the financial
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FLEXIBLE PROGRAM
LETS YOU SET THE SCHEDULE
The CFM Program curriculum is delivered in a
candidate - friendly, integrated format and is
organized into study sessions to help you schedule
your preparation time. Each study session includes
readings, learning outcome statements, and
problem sets to demonstrate the practical
application of your knowledge.
Preparation for the CFM examinations is a
substantial commitment of time and energy.

Benefits of the CFM Charter
WORLDWIDE RECOGNITION AND ACCEPTANCE

Anyware You Want to Go

Employers and media around the world acclaim the CFM
designation as the standard of professional excellence. Because
the program’s rigorous curriculum emphasizes principles
common to every market, employers and clients recognize that
professionals with the CFM designation have a thoroughly global
investment perspective and a profound understanding of the
global marketplace. With such widespread recognition, CFM
charterholders earn a significant competitive advantage for
international employment.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
The CFM charter is recognized around the world as a measure of
competence, integrity, and passion; and employers are willing to
pay a premium to finance professionals who have earned this
designation.
Many employers stipulate the CFM as a requirement for
finance-related positions and/or for advancement to more senior
positions.
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TWO EXAM PARTS
VERIFY YOUR EXPERTISE

Upon Further Veriﬁcation

Divided into two parts, each culminating in an
examination, the CFM Program sets a high standard that
only the most committed professionals are able to
achieve. The examinations are well known for their rigor,
verifying not only your understanding of the curriculum
but your ability to synthesize complex finance principles
and apply financial instruments in a professional manner.
Though ICCA Institute encourages finance professionals
also to strongly consider the benefits of post-graduate
education, the cost of the CFM Program is a small fraction
of what you would pay for an MBA and enables you to
continue working while you progress through the
program, unlike most post-graduate programs.
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Steps to Earning your CFM Charter
1 . ENROLL IN THE CFM PROGRAM AND
REGISTER FOR AN EXAMINATION.

What You Need
to Know

• Visit www.iccaus.com to register online or
to print the necessary forms.
• Sign and complete the Professional
Conduct Inquiry.
• Sign and agree to comply with the terms of
the Candidate Responsibility Statement.
•

Fulﬁll basic entrance requirements:
•

Have a U.S. bachelor’s (or equivalent)
degree, be in the ﬁnal year of your
bachelor’s degree program, or have four
years of qualiﬁed, professional work
experience.

•

Complete the registration and enrollment
form and pay the required fees.

•

Be prepared to take the examinations in
English.

2 . JOIN ICCA INSTITUTE AS A MEMBER
• Provide current completed sponsor
forms.
• Sign and complete the Professional
Conduct Statement.
• Sign and agree to comply with the terms
of the Member’s Agreement.
• Meet the work experience requirements.
• Apply for membership with a ICCA
Institute member society.
3 . SEQUENTIALLY PASS TWO PARTS OF
CERTIFIED
FINANCIAL
MANAGER
PROGRAM

LEARN MORE AND REGISTER AT www.iccaus.com
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About the Curriculum and Examinations
LEARNING OUTCOME STATEMENT
The CFM Program’s curriculum reflects a LOS that is grounded in practice and maintains current relevance through a
regular, extensive survey of practicing CFM charterholders. This Candidate LOS consists of 10 general topic areas that
provide a framework for making finance decisions.

CFM PROGRAM

A New Language
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PART - 1

PART - 2

FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS. (4 SESSIONS)
Study Session 1 : Financial Statement Analysis 1
1- PRELIMINARY READINGS AND INTRODUCTION FOR
FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS .
2- THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS.
3- FRAMEWORK FOR FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS.
4- ANALYSIS OF CASH FLOWS.
5- WORLDWIDE ACCOUNTING DIVERSITY AND
INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS.
Study Session 2 : Financial Statement Analysis 2
1- FINANCIAL RATIO ANALYSIS.
2- DILUTIVE SECURITIES AND EARNINGS PER SHARE.
Study Session 3 : Financial Statement Analysis 3
1- ANALYSIS OF INVENTORIES.
2- ANALYSIS OF LONG-LIVED ASSETS (CAPITALIZATION
DECISION).
3- ANALYSIS OF LONG-LIVED ASSETS (ANALYSIS OF
DEPRECIATION AND IMPAIRMENT).
4- LONG-TERM ASSETS.
Study Session 4 : Financial Statement Analysis 4
1- ANALYSIS OF INCOME TAXES.
2- ANALYSIS OF FINANCING LIABILITIES.
3- LEASES AND OFF-BALANCE SHEET DEBTS.
4- LONG-TERM ASSETS.

CORPORATE FINANCE, PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AND
EQUITY ANALYSIS (4 SESSIONS)
Study Session 1: Corporate Finance
1- CAPITAL BUDGETING.
2- THE COST OF CAPITAL.
3- CAPITAL STRUCTURE AND LEVERAGE.
4- DIVIDENDS AND DIVIDEND POLICY.
5- CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OF LISTED COMPANIES.
Study Session 2 : Portfolio Management
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1- THE ASSET ALLOCATION DECISION.
2- AN INTRODUCTION TO PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT.
3- AN INTRODUCTION TO ASSET PRICING MODELS.
Study Session 3 : Securities Markets
1- ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONING OF SECURITIES
MARKETS.
2- SECURITY-MARKET INDEXES.
3- CAPITAL MARKET EFFICIENCY.
Study Session 4 : Equity Investments
1- BASIC VALUATION MODELS.
2- INDUSTRY AND COMPANY ANALYSIS.
3- TECHNICAL ANALYSIS.

Preparing for the CFM Examinations
Successfully completing the CFM Program’s two parts of examination is a formidable challenge The CFM
curriculum strengthens your knowledge of the entire discipline of financial analysis and corporate finance.
But, like most professional achievements, the key to success is preparation. Recommended average study
time in preparation for successful completion of all parts of the exam is a minimum of 180 hours with
substantially more depending on individual circumstances.

A Deeper Level

CANDIDATE PREPARATION TOOLKIT
• Reading assignments compose the core of study and are the basis for the examination questions.
• Learning outcome statements provide candidates with a gauge of their examination preparation.
• Study sessions organize exam preparation around learning outcome statements.
• Online sample exams further measure a candidate’s readiness for the actual examination.
For more information on the toolkit, please visit www.iccaus.com
PRELIMINARY READINGS
If you are like most CFM candidates, your job is highly specialized and your professional experience is
concentrated in one or two disciplines, to the exclusion of other areas. For this reason, recommended
preliminary readings allow candidates to review or build an understanding of fundamental concepts
before moving on to the actual readings, which explore the concepts in greater depth.
THE PRIMARY RESOURCE
ICCA Institute strongly advises candidates to use the CFM Program curriculum as the primary method for
examination preparation. The current CFM Program curriculum provides the most up-to-date preparation
for the coming exam year.
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About

Institute

ICCA Institute is an international, not-for-profit organization with a
mission to lead the finance profession globally by setting the highest
standards of ethics, education, and professional excellence.

EXTENDED BENEFITS
The initiatives in which ICCA Institute is involved are representative of the
organization’s core values: professional excellence, integrity, strength of
community and cooperation, and volunteer service.
ICCA Institute and society membership enhance the value of the CFM
charter by providing a resource for continuing education, a global
network of investment professionals, and an array of careerenhancing
programs that match the needs of your progressing career.
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